8 WAYS TO INCREASE YOUR LANDING PAGE CONVERSION RATE
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DESIGN
Slight design changes can make
a huge difference
A/B testing is recommended to
determine which design provides
the best results
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PAGE COPY
Similar to design, the placement
of the copy in your website will
influence your conversion rate
Experiment with different ways to
display your copy to determine which
style gives you the best results

MORE
THAN

50%
CTA - CALL TO ACTION
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No landing page will be effective
without a compelling CTA, for
this is the section that will entice
your visitor to buy your product
or service

LANDING
PAGE
CONVERSION
RATE

The placement, design, and copy
of your CTA button will influence
how many people will actually click
to buy your product
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Develop a very smooth, easy to
follow and fast checkout process

ONE-CLICK-UPSELL
Having a smooth checkout process
would make your customers be
more “open” to be offered
additional options and eventually
buy more products from you
Creating an easy “one-click-upsell”
page will effectively double your
revenues even if your conversion
rate stays the same

Checkout pages should be very
clean and simple

BONUS
POINTS

More than 50% of online interactions
are done on a mobile device
Majority of website visitors will
not return to a website or
respond to a particular offer if
their mobile experience on your
website is not satisfactory
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VISITOR CHECKOUT PROCESS

RESPONSIVE DESIGN
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LIVE CHAT BUTTON
Easy to implement and great to
“convert” a hesitating customer
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A quick chat to answer questions
may be all that’s needed to close
the sale
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RETARGETING CAMPAIGNS
It's purpose? Google will show your
product Banner Ads to people
browsing the web who have visited
your website in the past
If budget allows and implemented
properly, retargeting/remarketing is
an effective tool in increasing your
landing page conversion rate

